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ABSTRACT : 

A system designed and installed at the on-line isotope 
separator ISOCELE II allows the high resolution detection of 
low-energy conversion electrons (down to 1 tceV) emitted by mass 
separated radioactive sources: the use of a special tape transport 
permits both the slowing down of the incoming beam of radioactive 
ions up to a collection point and the acceleration of the electrons 
emitted by the "collected sources" brought to a flat magnetic 
spectrograph. Typical spectra so obtained are presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

At the ISOL facility ISOCELE II which is coupled to the ORSAY 
iK=200) Synchrocyclotron CI,23,a large part of the research is 
concerned with the study of the nuclear structure of transitional 
nuclei by measuring the decay of short-lived isotopes in the Hg, Au 
and Pt region C3D. For these nuclei,it is essential to know precisely 
the energy and intensity of the conversion electrons. Knowing the 
pure or mixed multipolarity, the intensity or the very existence of 
the transitions connecting the excited levels is important in determ
ining the structure of the states. Moreover, the very low-energy 
transitions which occur frequently in the odd-even or doubly-odd 
nuclei have high conversion coefficients. These transitions appear 
mostly as very low energy conversion electrons and are not detected 
in X or y measurements. 

In ISOL systems,conversion electron spectra are generally 
measured with Si-Li detectors,either directly or in association with 
a selecting magnetic field £4J,or with a mini-orange system E53. In 
order to obtain a better energy resolution,we used a 180° magnetic 
spectrograph C63. However,the ISOL systems are not well adapted for 
low energy conversion electron measurements since the use of the full 
ion beam kinetic energy (44 keV at ISOCELE II) during the collection 
of radioactive ions is not appropriate to the preparation of radio
active sources : the 44 keV ions go too deeply into the collecting 
support and the electrons emitted from radioactive atoms implanted in 
the tape are slowed down in the support itself, resulting in a severe 
distortion of the low energy side of the obtained spectral lines. At 
less than 6 keV, any meaningful structure disappears. 

To measure low energy spectra with good resolution,the 
radioactive source must be of high quality. The following conditions 
must be fulfilled during the preparation of the source : 

1) The radioactive ions must be deposited on the surface of the 
support with very low energy,thus the ions must be deceler
ated before being deposited on the tape. 

2) The radioactive spot must be very narrow in order to 
preserve the quality of the energy resolution of the 
spectrograph ; therefore adequate focalisation of the 
decelerated ion beam must be ensured. 
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A system was built (fig.l) which satisfies these conditions 
and allows very low energy conversion spectra for short lived 
isotopes to be measured on line. It consists of : 

1> A decelerating lens where the mass separated radioactive ion 
beam is decelerated and focussed so that the radioactive 
source is deposited as a very narrow superficial spot on the 
tape. 

2) A mechanical tape transport system which rapidly transports 
the radioactive source from the decelerating lens to the 
magnetic spectrograph. 

3) A 180° flat magnetic spectrograph with an electron preacce-
leration system : the minimum radius of this spectrograph 
(6.61cm) corresponds to a cut-off point of 9.5 keV in the 
spectrum in a magnetic field of 5.10~ T. This requires an 
acceleration high voltage (about 10 kV) applied to the 
electron source, in order for the very low energy electrons 
to reach the photographic film and be detected. 
The measurement cycle of the VLECED system is presented in 
fig.2. 

2. The 180° magnetic spectrograph. 

The 180° magnetic spectrograph [6,73 has a number of advan
tages over other magnetic sectors for the precise measurements of 
electron energy spectra : 

1) It has a good momentum resolution ( ~k= 8.10 to 3.10 
P for a source width of 0.2mm to 10mm respectively) which permits 

electron energy to be determined with precision. 
-4 

2) The stability of the magnetic field (better than 2.10 for 
a run of 72 hours) enables measurements to be performed over 
long periods without any deterioration of resolution. Thus, 
in spite of the rather low transmission ratio of the spec--4 trograph (7.10 for a mean radius of 10.5cm), even very low 
intensity rays can be measured. 

3) All the electron rays selected by the magnetic field (for 
ex. from 40 keV to .290 keV for the field intensity of 10 T) 
are measured at the same time, i.e. the whole electron 
spectrum is recorded simultaneously on very sensitive film 
(KODAK DEF-392). 



i) The magnetic field in the spectrograph is produced by a set 
of electromagnets allowing a rapid and easy change in field 
intensity when a change in the energy limits for another run 
is desired. 

5) The construction of the spectrograph is very simple and its 
cost is low. 
After exposure in the spectrograph,the film is analysed by 

means of a microdensitometer PDS at the CDSI,Institut d'Optique, 
Orsay C83. The film blackening is scanned step by step. Each step 
corresponds to a rectangle 50umx400um,while a single electron line is 
usually 0.5mm wide and 30mm high. The scanning of the whole film 
surface (dimensions 35mmx285mm) gives 624000 numbers which are then 
analysed by an IBM computer to obtain the electron spectrum. 

3. The transport tape system 

3.1 Tape characteristics and preparation 
The tape used for the transport of radioactive sources must 

be insulating ! high voltage is applied only in two places (+43.5 kV 
at the collection point and -10 kV at the electron source (see for 
ex. fig.l). On the other hand, the decelerated ions must be collected 
on a conducting surface in order to realize a good high voltage 
contact and the highest collection efficiency : a polyester tape has 
been chosen on which equidistant Al deposits have been evaporated. 

The polyester tape manufactured by AGFA ,is commonly used as 
the beginning portion (leader) of tape. It is 16mm wide, 0.15mm thick 
and perforated like cinema film. Its out-gassing in vacuum is very 
weak,it is resistant to traction and very insulating (its linear 
resistance in air is more than 10 il for a length of 16cm) . The 
Al deposits evaporated on the tape are 15mm long and 9mm wide and 
occur every ten perforations of the film. The deposit is thick enough 
(30ug/cm corresponding to O.llum) to be resistant. Aluminum is 
evaporated on the tape by electron bombardment. The power (6 kW) and 
the performance (X,Y scanning and exit angle larger than 60°) of the 

AGFA-GEVAERT : Division des Communications audiovisuelles,cinéma et 
télévision, 274-276 Avenue Napoléon Bonaparte,92506 RUEIL-MALMAISON, 
France. 



s. 
electron gun allow 10 deposits to be evaporated simultaneously. It 

is possible to matte tapes 600m long carrying 7700 deposits each. A 
quartz balance continuously controls the thickness of the deposit. 

3.2 Tape transport mechanics 
A 16mm DEBRIE tape transport,type T.L.C. has been adapted 

for the radioactive ion transport. The apparatus performance is 
described in its "users handbook". It has been transformed so that 
the whole tape is in a vacuum: the motor axles have been connected to 
the receiver and deliver wheels by means of vacuum links without 
hindering the machine's performance. The apparatus stops and starts 
very precisely (time and position, 0.1 sec and 1mm respectively) and 
the original velocity (0.8m/sec) is maintained. The distance between 
two consecutive perforations of the tape (7.65mm) determines the 
advancement. The tape can be advanced as many perforations as 
desired. 

4. The decelerating lens 

4.1 Polarized electrode 
Deceleration prevents too deep an implantation of the 

radioactive ions. On the other hand the ions must stick to the tape: 
studies of sticking factors C93 or retardation and focusing of ion 
beams C103 suggest a residual energy of Au ions deposited on Al below 
500 eV. Therefore a decelerating voltage was adopted, positive and 
slightly lower than the extracting voltage applied to the separator 
ion source. The operational high voltage of the separator is 44 kV 
and the counter tension below 500 V. 

The decelerating voltage may be obtained in three ways : 
1) The use of a voltage dividing bridge on the main high voltage 

ion source supply. 

DEBRIE INTERNATIONAL, 2, rue des Aérostiers, Z.I. des Richardets, 
93160 NOISY-LE-GRAND, France. 
This type of tape transport is generally used independently .̂nd 
permits the sound to be read when synchronized with a film projector. 
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2) The use of an independent high voltage supply (with accurate 
control of both supplies'. 

3) The use of a low voltage supply connected in series with the 
main high voltage ion source supply. 
The first solution was chosen as the simplest and cheapest 

one. The 500 V counter-tension is checked by a simple voltmeter. 
The electrical circuit and the various controls of the 

voltages and currents are represented in fig.3 : a good adjustment of 
the electrical and ionic optical system is obtained when 

1 defining slit 
- v< 0.1 
^"collected beam 

4.2 Ion current measurements and mass identification 
The current passing through the decelerating electrode is the 

sum of positive ions of the beam and of secondary electrons produced 
in the decelerating lens during collisions between the ions and the 
atoms of the residual gas (5.10 Torr). 

The electrons compensating the space charge of the beara,afe 
stopped in front of the lens by a negatively polarized slit (-100 V) , 
so no extraneous current results. However another important and 
unstable extraneous current could appear if the vacuum between the 
two electrodes of the lens is not sufficient (the pressure should be 
lower than 5.10 Torr). This current must be eliminated or lowered 
to a maximum of luA. 

The sum of the ion and electron currents, which can be 
negative,remains constant. Being less than a few uA, it may go 
through a voltage dividing bridge without affecting the intermediate 
potential chosen for the polarization of the high voltage electrode. 

In order to control continuously the collected beam, a small 
current ( ry, a few nA) has tc be maintained. For this purpose a trace 
of isobaric stable element is introduced into the ion-source, but the 
current of the radioactive ions (fewer than 10° particles/sec. or 1 
pA) is difficult to measure in this H.V. environment. There is a way 
to avoid this problem : a more abundant neighbouring stable isotope 
is collected. Then, with the help of a massmeter, the necessary modi
fication of the magnetic field is calculated allowing the collection 
of the very isotope to be studied. The efficiency and stability of 
adjustments can be checked by comparing with appropriate counters the 
transported activity towards the collected activity. 
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4.3 Focusing in the decelerating lens 
The spectrograph planar symmetry requires radioactive sources 

of linear shape. Thus,at the collection point,the beam spot must be 
almost linear (lmmxl5mm). It must be highly decelerated in order to 
have a residual energy lower than 500 eV,a compromise to obtain both 
low residual energy,and stable and adequate focalisation. The separ
ator ion jource delivers an upper beam of rectangular section and the 
decelerating lens has to provide the desired focalisation. 

A comparative study of decelerating lenses C11JI shows an 
extreme sensitivity of the focalisation according to the shape of the 
lens and the residual kinetic energy (for both circular or planar 
incoming beams). Analyses of focusing properties of these lenses have 
already been published C123, and show the importance of beam geometry 
control at the entrance of such a lens. This leads some experimental
ists to introduce electrostatic quadrupoles ahead of the decelerating 
lens C133. 

Stable and reproducible beams are difficult to obtain during 
long experiments. A practical solution has been found which takes 
into account two basic requirements : 

1) The adjustment of the upper focalisation should be modified 
as little as possible when the decelerating electric field is 
established. 

2) At the lens entrance the incident beam geometry must be 
precisely controlled. 

To realize the first requirement,the divergence created by 
the grounded electrode hole has to be balanced by the convergence 
effect of the high voltage electrode (fig.4). The geometry of this 
electrode is adjustable from outside,and through a series of tests 
the focalisation coincidence wich and without a decelerating elect
ric field is obtained. 

The aperture e, of the grounded electrode is determined by 
the dimensions of the incoming beam,and the distance d (fig.4) by the 
potential gradient. The dimensions e 2 and a of the H.V. electrode are 
then adjusted accordingly. This optical configuration is not highly 
sensitive to a small variation of the incident beam convergence angle 
a , (<x =1°), at the entrance of the lens. Nor is it sensitive to a 
change in intensity as long as the current density is very low 
(10~ A/mm ) near the deposit. 
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A computer simulated lens has been studied with the help of 
the "EGUN" program C143. This analysis is represented in fig.5 for 
a =0° and <x =1° and confirms our experimental results. 

The second requirement,!.e. control of the incoming beam has 
been realized by use of a group of electrostatic quadrupoles. A 
better independence of the focalisation parameters in the horizontal 
(XY) and vertical (XZ) plane has been obtained with a triplet of 
quadrupoles. A beam monitoring slit was placed at the collection 
point (fig.3) ; it was then sufficient to introduce a beam scanner 
Y,Z at the entrance of the decelerating lens : the beam dimensions 
measured with the scanner allow the control of the divergences <x and 
oc corresponding to the desired focalisation so that : 

defining slit/collected beam ,£0.1 

With the decelerating lens grounded, the electrostatic triplet was 
adjusted so that a. < 1° and <x =0°. This last value (ot =0°) is 
essential since the equipotential surfaces are planes at right angles 
to the beam axis (fig.6a). There is no balancing effect in the (XZ) 
plane the way there is in the (XY) plane because of an inversion of 
the equipotential surface curvature,and any initial divergence or 
convergence would be amplified in this area (fig.6b to e). Under 
these conditions an image,15mm high,could nevertheless be obtained, 
similar to the one obtained without electric field. However it would 
be very unstable : any a. variation would involve a large variation 
of the image height (fig.6b and d). 

The various adjustments were checked using a long lived 
isotope both with and without deceleration for identical periods of 
time and identical experimental conditions. In both cases, the 
measured collected activities were the same : a result which confirms 
that the decelerating lens works properly and that sputtering is 
negligible for these beam intensities. 

5. Tape movement through a high electric field 

One of the biggest difficulties related to this transport 
tape system is the movement of the Al deposits in a high potential 
gradient. During the ion collection,the tape is at rest. A pushing 
mechanism presses the Al deposits against the back of the H.V. 
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electrode to insure the electrical contact. The film is then released 
to allow the transport of the radioactive source (fig.7). 

When the isolated and sharp-edged Al deposits pass accross 
the electric field between the grounded side (B) and the H.V. part 
!A),at right angles to equipotential lines, undesirable discharges 
can result. Discharges are particularly frequent and violent when the 
Al deposit enters or leaves the electric field,i.e. in the critical 
places where the potential gradient is very high. To avoid that, the 
following improvements were made ! 

1) In order to decrease the potential gradient between (A) 
and (B),the distance between the grounded and the H.V. parts of the 
system is made as large as possible. 

2) The Al deposit length t. is made as small as possible to 
reduce the perturbation of the potential gradient while the deposit 
passes through the electric field. 

3) The grounded screen is mounted on the side (B) at a 
distance of -£• from the grounded wheels. Thus an area between the 
screens and the wheels is obtained with no potential gradient. The 
Al deposits cross this area within a short time (a few milliseconds) 
without touching any neighbouring metallic element. Thus discharges 
in this area are prevented. 

4) The H.V. screens are mounted on the side (A) close to the 
tape entrance/exit slits. These .screens decrease the potential 
gradient around the slits and prevent discharges in this region when 
the Al deposits pass through the slits. Since the deposits are 
evaporated on only one side of the tape,the screens have to be placed 
asymmetrically in relation to the tape. 

6. Preacceleration in the spectrograph 

The voltage applied "3t the measuring point in the spectrog
raph is 10 kV. During the transfer of the activity,the tape movement 
can create glow discharge in the vicinity of the source. This may 
disturb the automatic control and imprint the photographic film 
detecting the conversion electrons. To avoid such troubles the foll
owing measures were adopted,all of them electrically and mechanically 
programmed. 
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1) A shutter synchronized with the movement of the tape 
obturates the source slit during the transfer of the source. 

2) During the transfer a H.V. switch cuts the preacceleration 
H.V. off. 

3) To ensure an effective contact,a mechanism pushes the 
Al deposit against the slit during the measurements ; the tape is 
released for the transfer of the next radioactive source. 

7. Automatic control 

The transport system is driven by an AF3IS Automaton C15D 
consisting of a central unit (microprocessor Z 80) associated with a 
Televideo console model 920. This system is carefully protected from 
the high-voltages,allowing the following operations : 

1) Initialization of the system. 
2) Start and stop of the tape transport. 
3) Delay and control in the collection,measurement and waiting 

steps in on-line experiments. 
4) Demagnetization cycles for the 180° spectrograph. 

8. Results and discussion 

At this date, results have been obtained for the following 
185,186,187,189,191. . 184 rlB6 T r n r ,,., . .. isotopes : Au and Ir C15,17D, and it 

appears that the VLECED system satisfies the requirements set up 
before its construction, namely : 

- to measure the electron spectra of short-lived (down to a few 
seconds) isctopes, in cases when ISOCELE produces such isotopes. 

- to detect the low energy (down to 1 keV) conversion electrons 
with ,i good resolution ( £J> =10 " ). 

- to measure well resolved low intensity lines in long experi
ments, a result possible because of the stability of the system. 

As an example illustrating the influence of deceleration upon 
189 the resolution, two low energy conversion electron spectra for Au 

decay are presented in fig. 8. The resolution of the spectniu obtained 
with deceleration (fig.8a) is obviously higher than that obtained 
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without deceleration (fig.8b). The 2.9 keV electron line correspond

ing to the conversion in the Ml shell of the 6.3 keV transition 

demonstrates the resolution obtained. 

A3 another example the Au (T. .., = 30s) low energy conversion 

spectrum mixed with the LXÏ Auger electrons is given (fig.9). The 

conversion electron lines corresponding to the 8.9 keV transition 

have never been directly observed before. The half-life of the 

corresponding level had been measured only in a Gerholm double 

spectrometer C183. 

Although the preacceleration method in the conversion 

electron spectroscopy has been used for several years C193, it should 

be noted that the results presented here could not have been obtained 

without the deceleration of the radioactive ions or without the 

on-line technique. 

One of the most important parameters necessary for the 

analysis of the spectrum is the response of the spectrograph + film 

system,for a given electron intensity,as a function of the energy of 

the electrons. Determining this parameter is a difficult task ; 

further experiments making use of an electron gun simulating the 

preaccelerated e source in the spectrograph are in process. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig.l - Front view of the tape-transport system. Vertical plane. 

Fig.2 - The measurement cycle of the VLECED system. (The radioactive 
sources are on the Al deposits). 

Fig.3 - General lay-out of the deceleraticn lens and electrical 
supplies. 

Fig.4 - Focalisation with and without deceleration. 

Fig. 5 - Computed model of the decelerating lens for a H.V.=44 JcV and 
a counter tension=500 V. Entrance divergence angle a) a. =0° 
b) <xy=l°. 

Fig.6 - Different typical cases of beam profiles in the vertical 
plane. The adjustments are obtained through an electrostatic 
triplet situated 50cm from the lens. Dotted lines represent 
decelerated beams. 

Fig.7 - Passage of the tape through the high electric field. 

189 1S9 Fig. 8 - The low energy conversion electron spectra of Au -» Pt 
decay measured a) with and b) without deceleration of 
radioactive ions. The preacceleration high voltage in the 
spectrograph was 10.5 keV. 

Fig.9 - Au low energy conversion electron spectrum. 
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